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The “Tote Guarantee” is where your Tote Win bet will be settled at the higher of the Tote dividend 

or the Starting Price (SP). The following specific terms and conditions govern the Tote Guarantee on 

this racecourse. 

1. The Tote Guarantee applies to Tote Win bets and the win part of any Tote Each Way bet. Example: 

Horse no.3 wins at 11/2 (6.50 in Tote decimal odds). Tote Win dividend = 5.80. Customer A has €10 

win on horse no.3 and is paid €65.00 (€10 at 6.50), a payout of €7 more than they would have 

received if they were just paid out at the Tote odds (€58). Where the SP return to a unit stake is to 

more than two decimal places, we will round up to the nearest cent. i.e. SP = 10/3, the Tote 

guaranteed dividend will be 4.34. 

2. If the SP is subject to a Rule 4 deduction, the Tote Guaranteed dividend will reflect that Rule 4 

deduction. For example, a horse wins at 5/1 with a 20c  Rule 4 to all bets. This is adjusted to 4/1 (or 

5.00 in Tote odds). If the standard Tote dividend would have been 4.70 after all non-runners 

removed then the Tote Guarantee will boost the dividend to 5.00. 

3. In the event of a dead heat for first place, the Tote Guarantee will apply to both/all winning 

selections. For each dead heat runner, we will pay the greater of the Tote Win dividend and the 

applicable SP return following the calculation pertaining to the dead heat. 

4.  The Tote Guarantee is available for bets placed at Irish racecourses on all Irish and UK race 

meetings (home and away).  It may not be available for bets placed through other Tote partners or 

hubs. 

5. Unless otherwise advertised, the maximum stake per selection per person (or syndicate of people) 

for the Tote Guarantee is €1,000. 

6. We reserve the right to pay customers at the standard Tote Win dividend (regardless whether the 

SP is higher) if there is suspicion of (a) behaviour which could constitute manipulation or price 

rigging of the SP or the Tote Win pool; or (b) multiple customers betting in concert (creating the 

effect of a single syndicate) in an attempt to avoid the maximum stake restriction. 

7. These terms and conditions are additional to and operate in conjunction with the Tote Betting 

Rules. 

8. You must be at least 18 (eighteen) years of age to place a bet. Underage gambling   is not 

tolerated by Tote. We reserve the right to request age verification documentation from any 

customer at any time and to render void any bets with persons under the age of 18. 

9. Tote Ireland Limited reserves the right to amend or update these terms and conditions. Further 

the Tote Guarantee offer may be withdrawn at any time. 

10. This promotion is issued by Tote Ireland, Ballymany, The Curragh, Co. Kildare, R56 XE37, trading 

as “Tote”. 

11. Please bet responsibly – for advice visit www.dunlewey.org 


